CLEANING ACCESSORIES

3.5” Floppy Disk Cleaning Kit

MODEL CODE
CK-563

DVD/VCD Laser Lens Cleaner

MODEL CODE
CK-CD306

To maintain your audio & video equipment in a high standard of data transfer it is suggested your laser lens is cleaned every 3-4 weeks after operation. For CD, CD-ROM, VCD, DVD.

Air Spray Dust Cleaner

MODEL CODE
CK-AS250

SIZE
250ml

MODEL CODE
CK-AS450

SIZE
450ml

Remove dust from Computers, Keyboards, Printers/Equipments, TV/ VCRs, CDs and CD players, Office Equipment, Typewriters/Copiers, Photo Equipment/Darkrooms, Home office/Workshop and more.

Displex Scratch Remover

MODEL CODE
CK-DISPX01

TYPE
Single Tube

MODEL CODE
CK-DISPX24

TYPE
Display Box of 24 Tubes

Removes scratches from your mobile phone, iPod, PDA & TFT screens. Contents of tube is sufficient for approx 8 - 10 applications.